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An Unforgettable Fortnight
Three weeks ago, after a busy year of fundraising and
preparation, a group of BDA Sixth Form students
finally packed their rucksacks and departed for India
to take in the amazing culture and teach at SKSN – a
residential school for disabled children.
Following an extremely successful two weeks and a
safe return to the UK, Miss Stone and Miss Pretsell
reflect on the wonderful experience:
Miss Stone: We arrived in New Delhi at 4am and as
we drove through the streets to the hotel the
realisation that we were finally here after a year of
fundraising began to sink in. After a couple of hours
sleep we were back on the bus and heading off to
see Humayun’s Tomb, the Lotus Temple and the
Qutub Minar, all incredible sites in their own way. The
Humayun’s Tomb and Qutub Minar allowed us to
appreciate the beauty of Indian architecture and
the peace and quiet of the Lotus Temple provided a
quiet moment of reflection.
On day 2 we headed straight into Old Delhi and
instantly we could feel the difference, the narrow,
packed streets full of Sunday market traders, the
dogs roaming around in packs and the sense of
tradition and culture that filled the air. We enjoyed
more time for reflection at the Jama Masjid, the
largest mosque in India, before heading for some
historical learning in the Red Fort. That evening we
managed to negotiate 26 of us and nearly twice as
many bags (thanks to the generosity of the staff at
students donating for the SKSN students) onto the
overnight train for 12 hours of good old fashioned rail
travel and sleep (?).
Miss Pretsell describes the time at SKSN: Our arrival
was one of the most moving days I can remember
experiencing. Hoards of SKSN students rushing
towards us, their arms outstretched eagerly. It took a
while to realise the extent of their disabilities and to

INDIA TRIP CONTINUED...
discern the wheelchair-users from the other excitable
children there. It struck me immediately that, under no
circumstances anywhere else in the world, would
children with polio as severe as some of these
students, be able to scramble towards us so
unselfconsciously and joyously. It was at that moment
that I knew SKSN had achieved something truly
remarkable. The name ‘Indiability’ has never been
more pertinent: these young people are capable of
living virtually completely normal lives thanks to the
work of the teachers and sponsors at SKSN.
Our first day of teaching was tough. There is no simpler
way of putting it. Our sixth formers (18 year olds) that
we had brought with us had no idea how challenging
teaching can be! Our students taught a range of
subjects, from Science and Maths to English and basic
Phonics at Primary level. This has been a journey for
our students unlike anything they’ve ever experienced
before. Learning to control a class and teach
valuable content and ensure learning is taking place
is hard enough, but forging relationships with children
with limited English and who suffer incredibly from
such a debilitating disease is very demanding
emotionally. Throw in the shock of a new culture too,
and the job seems nigh on impossible!
Before long however, our students had slipped into
the routine expertly and were enjoying the bonds they
were forming with the wonderful children and young
adults at SKSN. Every evening, after the day of
teaching and PE, we would visit the SKSN boarding
house and do some reading with the children. More
often than not, this reading time descended into
chatting and swapping stories with the SKSN students,
and one night an impromptu henna session! We also
learnt a lot about the sanitation issues facing people
in rural India, and the legacy that such poor toilet
facilities has left on generations of people. We,
collectively, felt deeply outraged at the simplicity of
preventing polio, typhoid and cholera through things
as basic as hand washing and cleaner sanitation
procedures.
We were extraordinarily sad to leave such a
remarkable place when the time came. Tears aplenty
flowed when we said our goodbyes to the staff and
students at the school. Tears of sadness at leaving
such beautiful children, and tears of happiness at the
journey of self-discovery so many of our students had
embarked on. I wonder if we will ever experience
anything like our time at SKSN again. It has a place in
our hearts that nothing can ever replace.
Miss Stone: Back in New Delhi after another 12 hours
on the train we just had time to fit in a visit to an ARK
India school that demonstrated the global power of
ARK, and do some serious shopping at the market
before it was the last night and the 10 days were over.
The trip was an incredible experience enjoyed by all
who went. Once again, thanks for all the support we
have received over the past year.

A trip to Loughborough Uni
A group of 42 sixth form students rose in what felt like
the dead of night on Wednesday morning to journey
to Loughborough University for a taste of what it is to
study away from home. Our 7am coach took us
over100 miles north to weather a few degrees colder
than London, but where a warm welcome was
awaiting us.
Our visit kicked off with a rousing introduction to the
day, outlining the agenda and focusing on a few
key things to think about in preparation for a
successful uni career. A group of current students,
ranging from undergrads to seasoned Phd
researchers, spoke about their own experiences of
Loughborough and the aspects of university life that
they’ve found most enjoyable and beneficial over
the years.
The presentation also drew upon social and, of
course, sporting opportunities available to students,
as well as the courses, clubs and societies of most
interest to our group. With its particular emphasis on
the independent nature of undergraduate study, the
talk was an engaging and informative intro.
Invigorated by the morning session, we ventured out
into the drizzling rain for a tour of the campus and a
look at some of Loughborough’s world famous sports
facilities. From an Olympic standard 50m swimming
pool and one of Europe’s largest gyms, to
outstanding rugby, football and cricket pitches at
every turn, the setup is remarkable; well worth a visit
for prospective students with even the slightest
interest in sport.
After a quick glimpse of some student housing and a
good lunch, we made our way to a choice of taster
lectures – one focussing on engineering and another

on politics and philosophy. Students must be
commended for their excellent participation,
proving their ability to grasp some very challenging
concepts and respond intelligently to difficult
questions.
Our day ended with a great talk on making
applications and preparing personal statements; it’s
safe to say that students came away with a better
understanding of what to expect from the
admissions process and how to approach choosing
the university for them. Remember, research is the
key!

The University of Warwick
The University of Warwick is soon to celebrate its half
centenary, and a great 50 years they’ve been.
Established in 1965 as part of a government drive to
increase access to university, the revered institution
has pitched up in the UK’s top ten and doesn’t look
like budging.
Located on a 290-hectare campus three miles
outside Coventry, it consists of four main faculties –
Arts, Medicine, Sciences and Social Sciences – and
hosts some 25,000 full-time students. Widely
acknowledged as one of Europe’s very best
universities
under
50-years-old,
entrance
is
understandably competitive; so top A Level grades
are a must. Warwick is particularly well known for its
exceptional attention to post uni employability.
While many universities have standout faculties or
schools that may be of more prestigious repute than
others, Warwick boasts formidable strength across
the board. From a fresh and innovative English
department to one of the most respected and
selective business schools worldwide, most courses
are sure to offer the highest standard of education.
For the culture vultures amongst you, Warwick’s
campus is home to one of the country’s largest arts
centres, offering a rich programme of film, theatre,
visual art, music and comedy to keep students busy
and entertained in their free time. The multi-venue
complex opens its doors to an average of near 3000
visitors per year and is located at the very centre of
the main campus.

The uni also has exceptional sports facilities – used as
an official training centre by athletes during the 2012
Olympics – and is home to an expansive library and
busy student union.
If Warwick sounds like the university for you, but you
are concerned about he costs, be sure to look into
the undergraduate national scholarships and
bursaries programme, which can offer significant
financial support based on family income.

Key Stage 5 RE Day Cinema: Gravity

Tuesday 12th November is the General KS5 RE
Day. All students will be briefed on Monday
what will be happening on the day, however
the day will start just after the joint assembly in
the Dennis Potter Theatre. All students in Year
12 and 13 are expected to attend and will be
off timetable for the day. I look forward to
seeing you all there! Mr Whitlock, Head of
Religious Education Faculty.

This weekend, why not make a trip to the cinema
to see the film that critics are calling the movie of
the year.
More a thriller in space than straight up sci-fi,
Gravity will have you chewing your nails from the
word go. Visually stunning and graced with a
beautiful soundtrack, this surprising film is sure leave
its mark. This engrossing feature really is one not to
be missed.

Chaplain’s Reflection: Luke 20:27-38
Mr Whitlock: The Scripture for this week is Luke 20:2738 in which Jesus encounters the Sadducees. The
Sadducees were conservative, strict and wealthy
aristocrats that considered themselves just as
important as the Pharisees, who were Jews that
upheld the law of God. They disagreed however
with the Pharisees about what the Old Testament
said would happen in the future; namely that there
would be a resurrection of the dead.
The Sadducees put forward a made-up story to
Jesus followed by a question that was to try and trick
him into either saying something that was wrong or
to make a fool out of him as they mocked the idea
of a resurrection. They based this story on the third
book of the Jewish Torah, Deuteronomy, which
argues that if a “man’s brother dies and leaves a
wife behind with no children, then the man must
marry his brother’s widow and make children with
her.” So they asked Jesus to imagine seven brothers,
the first one married a woman and died with no
children, the second brother then married the
woman and did the same, the third, the fourth... all
seven brothers died leaving no children having
been married to the same woman. They asked
Jesus, “If there is a resurrection, whose wife will the
woman be since all seven brothers were married to
her?” Jesus was clever in his response, “The people
on earth marry, but if you make it to Heaven and
are raised from the dead, you will not be married
and will never die again!”
What struck me about this encounter with Jesus was
not whether you should marry your brother’s wife if
she dies, or whether people will be raised from the
dead in the future, but rather, what will eternity be
like?
Blaise Pascal, a French Mathematician who

THIS WEEK’S PRAYER
Dear Heavenly Father,
Thank you that Jesus died on the cross so that we
could have life, and life eternal. We ask this week
for a heavenly outlook on our lives just like the early
church Apostles always had. Whenever they were
persecuted, went through tough times and
struggled, they remained positive and optimistic
because of the future hope of heaven in their sights.
Help us this week to look onwards and upwards in
everything we do.
In Jesus’ name,
Amen.

invented to mechanical calculator was born 19th
June 1923 and died 19th August 1962 once said:
“Those who live as if there was no after-life will gain
nothing if they are proved to be right and will lose
everything if they are proved to be wrong. Those
who live as if the present influences the next world
have lost everything if they are proved to be wrong
and will have gained everything if they are proved
to be right.”
As a friend of mine once said “If you want to get to
heaven, then you have to travel via King’s Cross”.
Think about that as you reflect on ‘eternity!’

Review: The Hitchhiker’s Guide
Ms Hartnett: The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy is
the first in a ‘trilogy’ of five books by Douglas Adams,
which follow what happens to a man named Arthur
Dent after the Earth gets destroyed one Thursday
morning. Characters include lots of different kinds of
aliens, robots, and some very interesting mice.
Thrown out of his comfort zone with his best friend
(who apparently isn’t actually from Guildford), his
towel, and a book with the reassuring words DON’T
PANIC printed on the top for help, Arthur Dent goes
on an unwilling journey through the Universe. This is a
hilarious book that will make you laugh constantly,
and you’ll definitely finish it wanting to read more – a
perfect opportunity to move onto the other four
books in the series!
Although this is a science fiction novel, don’t get put
off if this isn’t usually the kind of thing you enjoy,
because this book has amazingly wide ranging
appeal, and will be enjoyed by anyone who likes
reading funny books. If you want to discover the
Answer to Life, the Universe, and Everything, then
reading this book is the only way to find that out...!

Hello Year 13. It has been lovely seeing you all again
this week. I missed you all whilst I was away but
fortunately I am back now, so UCAS can now
resume taking over our lives! 13CA are currently
winning the UCAS race, but that can all
change. Remember, the winning form will have
breakfast provided for them by me as soon as
everyone in that form has paid and sent their
applications.
My SOTW this week is Farah. She has worked so hard
recently, both in and outside of school, and I am so
pleased with the amount of work experience she
has done.
Enjoy your weekend and remember the chart from
assembly – how hard will you work in your final five
months of school?

“If you can meet with triumph and disaster and
treat those two imposters just the same....”
Our first predicted grades have now been
published and I am really interested to see how
individual students react to their own results. I have
said before how it is important as a student to know
when to be selfish and when to be selfless, now it is
okay to be selfish. The results you achieve at the
end of year 13 affect only you. You need to focus
on what grade you are in line to achieve? How are
you going to sustain good, or improve poor
performance? How are you using your study
periods? How much do you study away from the
Academy? Is your poor attendance affecting you
achievement? This is the type of situation which will
reveal an individual’s character, what is it going to
say about you?

Notices and Opportunities...

In2science UK placement scheme -are you looking for
a PAID summer placement at a local university? For
Y12. Visit Applications open January 1st 2014
Apply at : www.in2scienceuk.org

Want Morrisons to pay you to go to University? We
are partnering Bradford University and have
developed a unique programme that will allow you
to work, earn and learn while studying towards a BSc
(Hons) in Management and Business. For 6th formers
interested in school leaver programmes. Visit
http://allaboutlaw.us1.listmanage.com/track/click?u=469349e1d4a8f5b2af98
ca7f8&id=d7711c7b19&e=602569400e
See Mr. Whitlock for more details

AllAboutLaw.co.uk
Students interested in pursuing a career in law visit
this website

Kaplan £15,000 accountancy sponsorship
programme: For Sixth Formers. See Mr. Whitlock

Community Service Project: Year 12’s looking to
volunteer in the local community. See Mrs Tanswell

KPMG school leavers event and programme: All
Sixth Formers. See Mr. Whitlock.

